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Benign Lesions
•Almost all types of nevi occur in 
children

•This lecture will concentrate on those 
that raise DDx of nevus and melanoma:
–Congenital (proliferative nodules)
–Blue
–Spitz



HMB45 edge

Immunohistochemistry applied to the 
diagnosis of melanocytic lesions



HMB45



HMB45 nevus and melanoma



Ki67Double Mart1/Ki67



Congenital nevi
•1% of newborn
•Trunk
•Most are 1-3 cm
•Giant CN > 20 cm – typically 
“bathing trunk” distribution



Congenital nevi
•In contrast to adults, congenital 
nevi can enlarge/ulcerate in 
infants
•(In adults after trauma, 
infection, folliculitis, or 
malignancy)



Congenital Nevi

•“Hyperplastic” features in the 
epidermis mimicking melanoma in 
situ

•Proliferative nodules



Large, mostly dermal nevus



Maturation: Upper dermis Lower dermis



Prominent junctional component in the center

Congenital nevus



Large lesion with central cellular region



Periphery Center



Interface: intermingling of melanocytes
(No clear distinction between the two areas)



MART1/Ki67

Proliferative nodule



Congenital Nevi
Proliferative Nodule
• Cells intermix with surrounding 

nevus cells
• No necrosis
• No atypical mitotic figures
• Preserved H3K27me3 and 5-hmC
• Copy # changes whole Chrs



Large congenital nevus (“bathing trunk”



Frank atypia, mitotic figures

Melanoma in a congenital nevus



Sentinel LN



Phoenician 
Houses
Byblos



Cellular Blue Nevus
•Acral (and gluteal), large
•Carney complex (cutaneous 
pigmented lesions, atrial myxomas, 
endocrine tumors, schwannomas)

•Fusiform cells (two types)
•Abundant pigment
•Fibrous stroma
•GNAQ/GNA11



Large
Dumb-bell shape
Fascicles



Regular distribution of pigment
Fascicles



Spindle and epithelioid cells



HMB45Ki67

Cellular blue nevus



Deep Penetrating 
Nevus (Blue Nevus)
•Face, trunk, extremities 
(proximal)

•Young adults
•Large and pigmented 
(blue nevus)



•Deep!
•Wedge shaped (plexiform)
•Epithelioid and fusiform cells
•Inflammatory infiltrate
•Perineural involvement
•Cytologic atypia

Deep Penetrating Nevus



Large lesion with involvement of subcutaneous tissue



Minimal junctional component
Uniformly distributed pigment



Plexiform pattern
Focal periadnexal arrangement



Small, uniform melanocytes
Small nucleoli
Scattered macrophages



HMB45



Ki67 Deep penetrating / cellular blue nevus



Atypical Blue Nevus
•(Scalp)
•Mitotic figures
•(Necrosis)
•Cytologic atypia

Tran et al. J Cutan Pathol 1998; 25: 252-258



Large lesion
Involvement of subcutaneous tissue
Irregularly distributed fascicles

5 yo girl. Buttock



Fat involvement
Irregular pigmentation



Hypercellular Rare mitotic figures



Cellular blue nevus with atypical features

HMB45 MART1/Ki67



Originally called metastatic melanoma



Nevus Melanoma

Melanoma arising in a blue nevus



Blue Nevus Family vs. Melanoma
•Mitotic figures
•Necrosis
•Biphenotypic pattern (nevus + mel.)

“Atypical” BN:
Mitotic figures or
Necrosis, cytologic atypia

•Patchy HMB45
•Increased MIB1



Successive walls in Byblos



Spitz Nevus
•Described by Sophie Spitz (MSKCC)
•Original concept of “non-aggressive”
melanoma (but one metastasized and 
killed the patient) 

•Non-pigmented, raised nodule, face
•Probably the lesion most closely 
resembling melanoma in both children 
and adults



Same features as in other nevi:

•Circumscription

•Symmetry

•Minimal pagetoid migration

•Maturation with depth

Spitz Nevi: Histology



Wedge shape
Uniformly elongated rete ridges



Involvement of subcutaneous tissue



Circumscribed 
Nests



Circumscribed 
Epithelioid cells

Central nucleoli

Kamino bodies



Kamino bodies



Maturation with depth



HMB45



HMB45Ki67



Spitz Nevus:
Mutations

•HRas (large lesions, desmoplastic, good 
prognosis)

•ALK:
–ROS1, NTRK1, ALK, RET, and 

BRAF
–Polypoid, amelanotic
–Plexiform, fusiform cells



BAP1 Mutations

• Multiple nevi (5-50), 
tan-colored, reddish to 
brown, papular

• Second decade
• Similar to Spitz nevus 
but some differences

O’Shea SJ, et al. J Cutan Pathol 2016; 43: 287-9
Marušić Z, et al. J Cutan Pathol 2015; 42: 406-12



BAP1
•Dermal lesions
•Biphenotypical:

–Standard melanocytes
–Epithelioid melanocytes with 
pleomorphic, large nuclei, 
prominent nucleoli

• 89% loss of BAP1 and BRAF 
V600E mutation



Large, dermal lesion

Biphenotypic pattern



Hypercellular
Lymphocytic infiltrate

Marked pleomorphism
Very rare mitotic figures



BAP1



Key Points
BAP1 lesions

•~Spitz
•Mostly benign
•Dual morphology
•Inflammation
•Dual mutation (with BRAF) in 
contrast with Spitz lesions



Spitzoid Melanoma
•Some features of Spitz nevus but:

–Asymmetry
–Dyshesive junctional nests
–Mitotic figures
–Expansile pattern of growth
–Irregular HMB45 and Ki67
–(Careful with Kamino bodies) 



Focal junctional component
Hypercellular lesion

13 yo girl
Trunk



Hypercellular



Cytologic atypia



HMB45

Ki67

Spitzoid melanoma



Shouf
Cross and Cedar



Key Points
• Although most melanocytic lesions in 

children are benign, melanomas do 
occur

• Use the same histologic criteria as in 
adults (but frequent mitotic figures in 
very young children)

• Worse prognosis in age >10
• Unknown contribution of SLN status



Key Points
• Proliferative nodules: Intermix, no 

necrosis
• Atypical intraepidermal component
• Blue nevi and atypical blue nevi
• Spitz lesions: Same criteria
• Spitzoid melanoma in children: Better 

prognosis, unknown significance of SLN
• BAP1 lesions



Shouf from the Mir Amin


